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Numerical continuation is used to investigate stationary spatially localized states in
two-dimensional thermosolutal convection in a plane horizontal layer with no-slip boundary
conditions at top and bottom. Convectons in the form of 1-pulse and 2-pulse states of both odd and
even parity exhibit homoclinic snaking in a common Rayleigh number regime. In contrast to
similar states in binary fluid convection, odd parity convectons do not pump concentration
horizontally. Stable but time-dependent localized structures are present for Rayleigh numbers
below the snaking region for stationary convectons. The computations are carried out for (inverse)
Lewis number s¼ 1=15 and Prandtl numbers Pr¼ 1 and Pr  1. VC 2011 American Institute of
Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3626405]
I. INTRODUCTION
The term doubly diffusive convection refers to convec-
tive motions in which density variations are caused by two
competing components with different rates of diffusion such
as temperature and solute concentration. In oceanography,
when warm salty water overlies cold and fresh water, the
convective instability is responsible for the presence of salt
fingers.1,2 In contrast, when cold fresh water overlies warm
salty water, the instability manifests itself as an oscillatory
instability that sets in once the imposed temperature differ-
ence exceeds a critical threshold. Similar phenomena are
found during crystal growth and solidification3 or in geophy-
sics, where it plays an important role in magma chamber
dynamics as well as in the layer above the core-mantle
boundary.4 Many instabilities arising in astrophysics, such as
the Goldreich-Schubert-Fricke instability, are also doubly
diffusive in nature.5 Doubly diffusive convection has been
extensively studied in the past and the literature covers a
wide range of configurations. These include both horizontal
layers in which the imposed temperature and=or concentra-
tion gradients are parallel to the buoyancy force and vertical
configurations in which the gradients are perpendicular to
the buoyancy force. Natural convection in a vertically strati-
fied layer driven by a horizontal temperature gradient also
exhibits doubly diffusive behavior.
The present paper focuses on doubly diffusive convec-
tion in a horizontal layer of bottom-heavy fluid that is heated
from below. This configuration is the classic configuration in
which convection sets in via overstability6 and the resulting
oscillations may coexist with strongly subcritical but steady
convection.7 Recent work of Batiste et al.8 and Bergeon and
Knobloch9 showed that steady subcritical convection favors
the presence of spatially localized convective structures
called convectons and revealed that such structures are pres-
ent in a well-defined parameter interval called the snaking or
pinning region. The snaking region contains two or four
branches of time-independent localized states that grow in
length by nucleating additional cells on either side when the
convectons are numerically followed. The new cells are
nucleated at the left edge of the snaking region and reach full
strength by the time the right edge is reached, where the con-
vecton branch turns back towards smaller Rayleigh numbers
and the process repeats. These back and forth oscillations of
the convecton branches are referred to as homoclinic snak-
ing.10 The resulting structures may be thought of as bound
states of a pair of fronts each of which is pinned to the peri-
odic structure in between. These fronts connect the periodic
state to the spatially homogeneous conduction state and rep-
resent heteroclinic orbits between a fixed point and a periodic
orbit in a spatial-dynamics interpretation of these structures.11
Both binary mixture convection in a horizontal layer heated
from below8,12 and natural doubly diffusive convection
driven by competing horizontal gradients9 exhibit such local-
ized structures, and the resulting structures may be stable
even when the fronts connect the state to an unstable back-
ground state, provided the instability is only convective.8
In the present work, we study standard doubly diffusive
convection in two dimensions from this point of view. We
are indeed able to find time-independent spatially localized
structures of odd and even parity in this system and show
that both one-pulse and two-pulse localized states are organ-
ized in the same type of snaking structure as in binary fluid
convection or natural doubly diffusive convection. However,
we find two significant differences. In contrast to binary fluid
convection in which the vertical flux of the concentration
necessarily vanishes along the horizontal boundaries,8,12 in
the doubly diffusive system it is the concentration that is
maintained at the boundaries, and it is this fact that is respon-
sible for decreasing the effects of horizontal concentration
pumping that are responsible for marked differences between
odd and even parity convectons in binary fluid convection.
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In addition, we find that for the parameter values we use the
snaking region lies inside the region of absolute instability of
the conduction state so that all time-independent convectons
are unstable. We use direct numerical simulations to identify
a variety of spatially localized but time-dependent states in
regions of both convective and absolute instability and specu-
late about their relation to the unstable convectons present at
larger Rayleigh numbers. Some of these states resemble
structures found in earlier simulations13 and in experiments.14
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we sum-
marize the basic equations and their properties. In Sec. III,
we present our results on one-pulse and two-pulse convec-
tons. Section IV is devoted to time-dependent states. Brief
conclusions follow in Sec. V.
II. FORMULATION
We consider a miscible fluid mixture, such as salt dis-
solved in water, in a horizontal layer 0  z  h confined
between a pair of no-slip horizontal boundaries, with the
boundary at z¼ 0 maintained at a constant temperature
Tr þ DT and concentration Cr þ DC, while the boundary at
z¼ h is maintained at Tr and Cr , and focus on the case
DT> 0, DC> 0. Here, C is the concentration of the heavier
molecular weight component. Periodic boundary conditions
with period L  h in the horizontal are imposed. The gov-
erning equations are nondimensionalized using h as the unit
of length and the thermal diffusion time in the vertical, h2=j,
as the unit of time; DT and DC are used to nondimensional-
ize the temperature and concentration. The resulting dimen-
sionless equations take the form
Pr1 @tuþ ðu  rÞuð Þ ¼ rpþr2uþ ðRa T  RaS CÞez;
(1)
r  u ¼ 0; (2)
@tT þ ðu  rÞT ¼ r2T; (3)
@tCþ ðu  rÞC ¼ sr2C; (4)
where u : (u, w) is the two-dimensional velocity field in
(x, z) coordinates, p is the pressure, and T and C refer to the
temperature and concentration departures from their reference
values. In writing these equations, we have ignored cross-
diffusion (i.e., the Soret and Dufour effects) and used the
Boussinesq approximation with the fluid density q given by
qðT;CÞ ¼ q0 þ qTðT  Tr Þ þ qCðC  Cr Þ;
where T* and C* are, respectively, the dimensional tempera-
ture and concentration, and qT< 0 and qC> 0 denote the
thermal and solutal “expansion” coefficients at the reference
temperature Tr and concentration C

r . The Prandtl number
Pr, the (inverse) Lewis number s, and the thermal and solutal
Rayleigh numbers Ra> 0 and RaS> 0 are defined by
Pr ¼ 
j
; s ¼ D
j
; Ra ¼ gjqT jDTh
3
q0j
;
RaS ¼ gqCDCh
3
q0j
;
where  is the kinematic viscosity, j is the thermal diffusiv-
ity, D is the solutal diffusivity, and g is the gravitational
acceleration. These equations are to be solved subject to the
boundary conditions
at z ¼ 0 : u ¼ w ¼ T  1 ¼ C 1 ¼ 0; (5)
at z ¼ 1 : u ¼ w ¼ T ¼ C ¼ 0; (6)
together with periodic boundary conditions with period C in
x; C : L=h is the aspect ratio of the computational domain.
The above equations constitute perhaps the simplest realiza-
tion of doubly diffusive convection.
The equations possess a spatially homogeneous solution
u ¼ 0; w ¼ 0; T ¼ 1 z; C ¼ 1 z;
corresponding to the conduction state. In the following, we
write T¼ 1 – zþH, C¼ 1 – zþR to describe the effects of
convection and examine the properties of the equations for u,
w, H, and R. These equations are equivariant under transla-
tions in x as well as under two distinct reflections
R1 : ðx; zÞ ! ðx; zÞ; ðu;w;H;RÞ ! ðu;w;H;RÞ;
R2 : ðx; zÞ ! ðx; 1 zÞ; ðu;w;H;RÞ ! ðu;w;H;RÞ;
where x = 0 is an arbitrarily chosen origin, hereafter the cen-
ter of the domain. It follows that the equations possess the
symmetry O(2)Z2, where O(2) is the symmetry group of a
circle under rotations (translations in x mod C) together with
the reflection R1, while Z2 is the symmetry group {1, R2}
corresponding to symmetry under midplane reflections. The
symmetry R1 2 O 2ð Þ implies that the system is spatially
reversible.
The presence of the symmetry O(2)Z2 has a number
of implications. It allows steady state bifurcations from the
conduction state as Ra increases and forces these bifurca-
tions to be pitchforks of revolution producing spatially
periodic states. The symmetry also implies that any Hopf
bifurcation from the conduction state leads simultaneously to
branches of spatially periodic standing (SW) and traveling
(TW) waves, at most one of which can be stable.15 Linear
theory reveals that Hopf bifurcations are present whenever
s< 1 and RaS is sufficiently large RaS > RacS
 
. The result-
ing SW and TW with stress-free boundaries have been stud-
ied extensively by a number of authors.6,16–18 In large
domains, these waves are in turn subject to modulational
instability leading to complex spatiotemporal dynamics.19
In the present work, we are interested in dynamics in
large domains with no-slip boundary conditions, focusing on
spatially localized structures. These are most easily studied
on the real line1< x<1. On this domain, the conduc-
tion state loses stability with respect to steady state perturba-
tions at Ra¼Rac. This bifurcation generates steady but
subcritical periodic solutions with wavenumber kc obtained
by minimizing the onset Rayleigh number with respect to the
wavenumber k of the perturbation. However, in addition to
these much studied states, general theory for spatially revers-
ible systems11 reveals the presence of a pair of (distinct)
steady spatially localized states that bifurcate at Rac
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simultaneously with the periodic states. These states are
either R1-symmetric, viz. (u(x, z), w(x, z), H(x, z),
R(x, z))¼ (u(x, z), w(x, z), H(x, z), R(x, z)) or R1  R2-
symmetric, viz. (u(x,1z), w(x,1z), H(x, 1z),
R(x,1z))¼(u(x, z), w(x, z), H(x, z), R(x, z)). In the fol-
lowing, we refer to these two solution types as even and odd,
respectively. Even and odd representatives of the periodic
state exist also and can be obtained by suitable translation. It
should be mentioned that each of these states can also be
reflected in the midplane of the layer generating a new solu-
tion of the equations. This is a consequence of the fact that
R2 acts by 1, i.e., that each solution breaks the midplane
reflection symmetry.
On a domain of finite spatial period C, the localized
states no longer bifurcate from the conduction state. Instead,
these states now bifurcate from the primary branch of peri-
odic states in a secondary pitchfork bifurcation and do so at
finite amplitude; this amplitude is small when C 1 and
decreases monotonically as C!1.
In order to compute steady solutions of the above prob-
lem as a function of the Rayleigh number Ra, we use a nu-
merical continuation method based on a Newton solver for
the time-independent version of Eqs. (1)–(4) and boundary
conditions (5)–(6). The implementation of the method fol-
lows that of Tuckerman20 and Mamun and Tuckerman21 and
uses the first order time-stepping scheme proposed by Kar-
niadakis et al.22 Details of the method in a three-dimensional
context are described elsewhere.23 To discretize the equa-
tions in space, we use a spectral element method in which
the domain [0, C] [0, 1] is decomposed into Ne macro-ele-
ments of size [(i – 1)C=Ne, iC=Ne] [0, 1], where
i 2 1; :::;Nef g. In each element, the fields are approximated
by a high order interpolant through the Gauss-Lobatto-
Legendre points.24 Each time step requires the inversion of
four Helmholtz problems and a Poisson problem for the pres-
sure. The resulting linear systems are solved using a Schur
decomposition method by separating the matrix elements
acting on the nodes inside each element from those acting on
nodes located along the interface between two adjacent ele-
ments.25–28 Convergence tests indicate that for our parame-
ters calculations with Ne¼ 20 elements, each with 17 points
in the horizontal direction and 25 in the vertical direction,
are well resolved. A second-order time-stepping scheme
with a time step of 105 is used for all temporal simulations.
III. RESULTS: TIME-INDEPENDENT STATES
Below, we present the results for Pr¼ 1, s¼ 1=15, and
RaS¼ 500, and compare the results with the corresponding
results for Pr¼1. This choice of parameters brackets typi-
cal parameter values for experiments on double diffusion
and provides a good guide to the behavior of systems desta-
bilized by an adverse thermal gradient for which s 	 102.
A complementary approach, with N : RaS=Ra fixed, is
commonly used in studies of natural doubly diffusive sys-
tems.29 It should be emphasized that for yet smaller Lewis
numbers experiments reveal the formation of solutal bound-
ary layers that may become unsteady at larger Rayleigh
numbers. On the other hand, Lewis numbers close to unity
are relevant to double diffusion in isothermal salt-sugar
solution.
In Figure 1, we show the result of solving the steady
state linear stability problem for the conduction solution. For
this purpose, the time-independent equations are linearized
about this state and solutions sought that are proportional to
exp ikx, where k : kRþ ikI is complex. The figure shows
that at Ra¼Rac 	 9207.76, the wavenumber k is purely real
(k¼ kc 	 3.11632) as in standard linear analysis, but that for
FIG. 1. The spatial eigenvalue k :
kRþ ikI of the steady state linear stabil-
ity problem in the subcritical region
near Rac 	 9207.76. The real part of the
wavenumber, kR, varies linearly near the
bifurcation point while its imaginary
part varies as
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Rac  Ra
p
.
FIG. 2. Bifurcation diagram showing the kinetic energy E as a function of
the thermal Rayleigh number Ra for Pr¼ 1 (solid line) and Pr¼1 (dashed
line). Only branches of interest are shown: conduction state E¼ 0, periodic
states P10 and P11, and spatially localized states L
16
10 of even and odd parity,
respectively. Inset shows a zoom of the upper part of the snaking region.
Further details are shown in Figure 3.
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Ra<Rac, it acquires an imaginary part that increases as
6
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Rac  Ra
p
, resulting in exponential growth (kI< 0) and
decay (kI> 0) of the eigenfunction as x ! 1. The presence
of both growing and decaying eigenfunctions is a conse-
quence of the spatial reversibility of the system, and both are
required in order to construct time-independent exponen-
tially localized solutions that asymptote to the conduction
state as x ! 61. To do so, nonlinear terms must be
retained. The resulting analysis reveals that, up to symmetry,
there are two distinct families of such solutions, character-
ized by their parity: even and odd.11 The bifurcation at Rac
corresponds to the classical exchange of stabilities in the
time domain; the classical analysis shows that this exchange
of stabilities point is preceded by a Hopf bifurcation at Ra:
RaH 	 2239.67. As already mentioned, this bifurcation gen-
erates branches of both SW and TW. Of these only the latter
are computed (see Sec. IV), since the SW are expected to be
always unstable.
In the following, we discuss the results of numerical
continuation of both the periodic steady states and the spa-
tially localized steady states identified in the above analysis.
The calculations are carried out in a periodic domain of as-
pect ratio C¼ 10kc, where kc¼ 2p=kc 	 2.0162 is the wave-
length corresponding to the critical wavenumber kc in an
infinite horizontal layer. This spatial period, therefore,
accommodates ten wavelengths of the primary unstable
steady mode. Because C is finite the localized states no lon-
ger bifurcate directly from the conduction state but instead
bifurcate from the primary branch P10 of periodic states in a
secondary bifurcation, albeit at small amplitude. Here and in
the following, we use the notation Pn to refer to a periodic
state with n wavelengths within C and employ the notation
of Lo Jacono et al.12 to label the localized structures we find.
Thus, the label Lm6n refers to a branch of localized solutions
bifurcating from the mth secondary bifurcation on the
periodic state Pn, with the superscriptþ (resp. –) indicating
solutions invariant with respect to R1 (resp. R1  R2).
Figure 2 shows the branches P10 and P11 in terms of the
kinetic energy E 
 ð1=2Þ Ð C
0
Ð 1
0
juj2dxdz, as a function of the
thermal Rayleigh number Ra. Because of the small value of
s both branches bifurcate strongly subcritically. The figure
also shows a pair of intertwined branches of localized states
labeled L1þ10 and L
1
10 with solutions that are invariant with
respect to R1 (even parity states) and the symmetry R1  R2
(odd parity states), respectively. As shown in Figure 3, these
states bifurcate together from P10, but terminate on different
periodic states at large amplitude: L1þ10 terminates on P10,
while L110 terminates on P11. Thus, L
16
10 terminate on differ-
ent branches at large amplitude although they bifurcate to-
gether at small amplitude. This behavior is a consequence of
wavenumber selection across the pinning region and occurs
in natural doubly diffusive convection,30 among other
FIG. 3. (a) The vicinity of the primary
bifurcation to P10 in Figure 2 showing
the secondary bifurcation from P10 to
single-pulse localized states L1610 . The
L1610 branches are not distinguishable on
the scale of the figure. The figure also
shows two families of two-pulse states
L2610 and L
16
11 emerging from P10 and P11,
also in secondary bifurcations. (b) The
termination of L1610 on the periodic states
P10 and P11 once the domain C is filled
with convection cells.
FIG. 4. (a) Detail of Figure 2 for Pr¼ 1
with the saddle-node bifurcations on
L1þ10 L
1
10
 
labeled using numbers (let-
ters). (b) Vertically integrated concen-
tration at the saddle-nodes of the L1þ10
branch numbered as in (a). Local max-
ima (minima) correspond to upflow
(downflow). The vertical line represents
the axis of symmetry.
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systems. The details of the mechanism whereby the termina-
tion point of the branches of localized states switches is elu-
cidated elsewhere.30 However, in all cases, the termination
points coincide with the location of Eckhaus instability on
the Pn branches.
30
Figure 2 shows that the branches L1610 of localized states
oscillate back and forth across the interval Raleft 	
2700<Ra<Raright 	 2760. In the following, we refer to
this interval as the snaking or pinning region as in other
problems, where spatially localized states are created by the
same mechanism. In particular, we conjecture that
Ra¼Raleft corresponds to a tangency between the unstable
manifold of the conduction state in space and the corre-
sponding center-stable manifold of the periodic states,
viewed as a periodic orbit in an infinite-dimensional phase
space.31,32 Likewise, Ra¼Raright corresponds to the location
of a tangency between the center-unstable manifold of the
periodic states and the stable manifold of the conduction
state. General considerations11,33 suggest that this region
also contains single-pulse states with no symmetry, found on
secondary branches linking L1610 and constituting the
“snakes-and-ladders” structure of the single-pulse states
within this region. The O(2) symmetry implies that these
asymmetric states drift in the x-direction and so correspond
to traveling pulses instead of steady states; we have not
computed such states.
Figures 4(b) and 5 take a closer look at the even parity
states L1þ10 . The figures show, respectively, the vertically inte-
grated concentration
Ð 1
0
Rðx; zÞdz, and the streamfunction (a
pseudoscalar) as functions of x at the locations indicated in
Figure 4(a). The figures reveal a rising plume at the center
x¼ 0 with descending plumes on either side, embedded in a
background conduction state. Each solution is reflection-
symmetric in x¼ 0 and the width of the localized state
increases in a well-defined manner as one follows L1þ10 from
small amplitude to large amplitude. In particular, at the left-
most saddle-nodes, labeled 1,3,..., the cells at either end of
the localized structure are weak, and these strengthen as one
traverses L1þ10 to the next saddle-node at the right, 2,4,..., etc.,
where they reach maximum amplitude. Thus, the localized
structure grows along L1þ10 by repeatedly nucleating new cells
symmetrically at both ends until the domain is almost filled.
At this point, the snaking terminates and L1þ10 exits the snak-
ing region in the direction of decreasing Ra and terminates
on P10 (Figure 3(b)). Snapshot 19 shows that the branch ter-
minates on an even P10 state. Note that once created each
cell remains in place. Figures 6(b) and 7 show the
FIG. 5. Series of snapshots representing isovalues of the streamfunction at
the saddle-nodes of the L1þ10 branch numbered as in Figure 4(a). The structure
grows by symmetrically nucleating new cells, one on each side, at Ra 	
Raleft, until the domain is filled with 20 rolls. Snapshot 19 is taken near the
termination point of the branch (Figure 3(b)) on P10, where the kinetic
energy is lower.
FIG. 6. (a) Detail of Figure 2 for Pr¼ 1
with the saddle-node bifurcations on
L1þ10 L
1
10
 
labeled using numbers (let-
ters). (b) Vertically integrated concen-
tration at the saddle-nodes of the L110
branch labeled as in (a). Local maxima
(minima) correspond to upflow (down-
flow). The vertical line represents the
axis of symmetry. The convectons are
antisymmetric with respect to this line.
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corresponding results for L110 . This time each solution has
point symmetry R1  R2, with a rising plume to the right of
x¼ 0 and a descending plume to the left. Once again the
outer cells are weak at the left saddle-nodes labeled a, c,…
and strengthen as one follows L110 to the next saddle-node at
Raright, labeled b, d,…. Thus, the odd parity localized states
again grow by nucleating cells at either end, but this time,
the new cells both rotate in the same direction, for example
clockwise at location b (a three-cell state) and counter-clock-
wise at location d (a five-cell state). This time, the domain
fills with 11 pairs of cells since the 21 cell state labeled t
needs an additional cell in order to terminate on a branch of
periodic state, here P11. As shown in states u, termination
occurs on an odd parity P11 state. Note that in contrast to
other problems of this kind, the variation in cell size or
wavelength across the snaking region is almost invisible,
although for both L1þ10 and L
1
10 , the cells are slightly larger at
Ra¼Raright than at Ra¼Raleft. This type of behavior is
observed in both natural doubly diffusive convection29 and
in binary fluid convection in a horizontal layer.8,12
The above results resemble corresponding results
obtained for binary fluid convection in a horizontal layer.8,12
This system, while closely related to that studied here,34 dif-
fers from it in a subtle but important way. In binary fluid
convection, the stabilizing concentration distribution is the
result of a separation between the heavier and lighter compo-
nents of the mixture in an applied temperature gradient. This
effect, called the Soret effect, is important in liquids and
leads to a larger concentration of the heavier component near
the cold boundary (positive Soret effect) or the hot boundary
(negative Soret effect). In the latter case, much studied in
laboratory experiments,35,36 the destabilizing temperature
gradient generates a competing stabilizing concentration gra-
dient, much as in the present problem, where the stabilizing
concentration gradient (RaS> 0) is imposed externally,
through the concentration boundary conditions. However, in
binary fluids, the corresponding boundary condition is that
the mass flux vanishes (impermeable boundaries), and this
boundary condition imposes a condition on the concentration
gradient at the boundary instead of the concentration itself.
As a result a rising plume carrying solute from the lower
boundary is forced to carry it horizontally when deflected by
the upper boundary and conversely at the lower boundary. In
contrast, in the doubly diffusive problem studied here, the
rising plume collides with the boundary, decreasing the con-
centration length scale to such a degree that its solute content
can be transported diffusively into the constant concentration
reservoir used to impose the boundary condition on the con-
centration at the upper boundary. Thus, near the boundaries,
the dominant solute transport is vertical and diffusive, while
in binary fluid convection it is horizontal and advective.8,12
This fact is responsible for the absence in the present prob-
lem of horizontal pumping of concentration by odd parity
convectons and explains in turn why odd and even parity
convectons are found in the same snaking region. In contrast,
in binary fluid convection, odd convectons at Raright are
bounded by fully developed cells rotating in the same sense
and pumping concentration from left to right (clockwise
rolls) or right to left (counterclockwise rolls). This pumping
is in turn responsible for shifting the right boundary of the
snaking region for odd parity states towards smaller Ra. No
such shift occurs at Raleft, where the bounding cells are weak
and no effective pumping takes place. As a result in binary
fluid convection, the snaking region for odd parity convec-
tons is narrower than the corresponding region for even con-
vectons.8,12 In this sense the behavior of the doubly diffusive
problem is closer to that observed in classical snaking sce-
narios such as that observed in the Swift-Hohenberg
equation.11,37
To confirm this picture, we have computed the horizon-
tal and vertical gradients of the concentration fluctuation R.
The result, shown in Figure 8 for state e in Figures 6 and 7,
confirms that the horizontal gradients at the location of the
bounding fronts are very weak compared to the vertical gra-
dients and that any solute pumped horizontally from the con-
vecton leaks out almost immediately via the top and bottom
FIG. 7. Series of snapshots representing isovalues of the streamfunction at
the saddle-nodes of the L110 branch labeled as in Figure 6(a). This time the
cells nucleated on each side of the structure at Ra 	 Raleft rotate in the same
direction, either clockwise (e.g., panels a, e) or counterclockwise (e.g., pan-
els c, g) until the domain is filled with 22 rolls. Snapshot u is taken near the
termination point of the branch (Figure 3(b)) on P11, where the kinetic
energy is lower.
FIG. 8. The solution e on the L110 branch. From bottom to top: isovalues of
the streamfunction, the concentration C, and the horizontal and vertical
gradients of the concentration perturbation R. The vertical gradients at the
location of the fronts greatly exceed the horizontal gradients and any con-
centration pumped out of the structure immediately leaks into the constant
concentration reservoirs above and below.
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boundaries. As a result, no large scale solute gradient is pres-
ent outside the structure. Instead, the concentration is trans-
ported preferentially in the vertical direction, through the
boundaries, and this is so both within the convecton and at
the fronts. Thus, most of the solute brought up from the
lower boundary is deposited into the lower concentration
reservoir above the upper boundary and vice versa.
As in other problems of this type, the snaking region
also contains numerous bound states of convectons. There
are two classes of such states: states in which the convectons
are equidistant when periodically replicated in the horizontal
direction and states in which the convectons are clumped in
groups. The former fall on solution branches that also bifur-
cate from periodic states and snake within the same snaking
region. The latter fall on isolas as discussed further in Ref.
38 and so are harder to locate numerically. In the present
work, we compute two-pulse states of the former type only.
Figure 3(a) shows two branches of two-pulse states at
small amplitude. Of these, the states labeled L2610 consist of
pairs of identical convectons a distance C=2 apart. The con-
vectons in L2þ10 have even parity, while the convectons com-
prising L210 have odd parity, and are arranged in such a way
that the resulting bound state is also even and odd. In other
words, these states are nothing but a single convecton on the
half domain, and it is, therefore, not surprising that L2610
branch together from P10 just like L
16
10 , with the L
26
10
branches bifurcating at a larger amplitude than the single-
pulse states L1610 . Figure 9(a) shows that both branches snake
within the same snaking region as L1610 and that the snaking
terminates after half as many folds as that for L1610 . This is
because the domain fills up twice as fast as for a single con-
vecton. However, this time, the two L2610 branches terminate
together on P10 in contrast to L
16
10 . Figure 10, top panels,
shows snapshots of the corresponding solution profiles at
successive saddle-nodes within the snaking region; these
snapshots should be compared with the corresponding snap-
shots for the single-pulse states in Figures 5 and 7. Note that
the width of the snaking region for L210 is the same as that
for L2þ10 , once again owing to the absence of horizontal
pumping. Moreover, this region is identical to that for L1610
indicating a common origin for both sets of states.33
The snaking of the second set of spatially localized
states, L1611 is shown in Figure 9(b). These branches are the
product of the first secondary bifurcation on P11 (Figure
3(a)) and again snake within the same snaking region. Figure
10, bottom panels, shows snapshots of the corresponding so-
lution profiles at successive saddle-nodes within the snaking
region. The solution L1þ11 consists of a pair of equidistant
even parity convectons, but this time with opposite sign,
resulting in overall structure that is antisymmetric with
respect to x¼ 0. The presence of this configuration is a con-
sequence of the midplane reflection symmetry of the system.
Likewise, L111 consists of a pair of equidistant odd parity
convectons of opposite sign, arranged back to back so that
the resulting configuration is reflection-symmetric with
respect to x¼ 0. Like the L2610 states, the L1611 also terminate
together, this time on P11.
To explore the effect of the Prandtl number, we have
recomputed the above results for Pr¼1. Figure 2 shows
that the Prandtl number has only a very slight effect on the
branches of localized states. In particular, the width of the
snaking region is essentially independent of Pr. This is in
accord with the expectation that the width of this region is
controlled primarily by the subcriticality of the time-inde-
pendent periodic states and, hence, by the parameters s and
RaS. This is so in binary fluid convection,
39 where the width
is a strong function of the separation ratio S, i.e., of the Soret
coefficient of the mixture.
FIG. 9. (a) Snaking of the two-pulse
states L2610 (bold) compared with the
single-pulse states L1610 (dashed). Both
sets of branches bifurcate from P10. (b)
Snaking of the two-pulse states L1611
(bold) emerging from P11, also com-
pared with the single-pulse states L1610
(dashed).
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IV. RESULTS: TIME-DEPENDENT STATES
In this section, we examine the stability of the convec-
tons computed in Sec. III and study the dynamics of Eqs.
(1)–(6), all for Pr¼ 1, s¼ 1=15, and RaS¼ 500.
As already mentioned, the primary steady state bifurca-
tion at Rac 	 9207.76 is preceded by a number of Hopf
bifurcations of which the first takes place at RaH 	 2239.67.
Figure 11 shows the resulting TW branch computed using
numerical continuation. The figure shows that the TW bifur-
cate subcritically but quickly turn around towards larger Ra
and thereafter increase monotonically in amplitude and ter-
minate in a parity-breaking bifurcation on the P10 branch at
Ra¼RaPB 	 2665. Near this point, the phase speed of the
TW decreases as
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
RaPB  Ra
p
as predicted by theory.15
Theory also predicts that when the TW bifurcate subcriti-
cally, the small amplitude SW are necessarily unstable with
respect to TW perturbations. Numerical simulations confirm
this prediction: small amplitude spatially homogeneous SW
can be found for Ra>RaH by imposing Neumann boundary
conditions on small domains but are found to decay (on a
long time scale) into left- or right-traveling waves once the
boundary conditions are changed into periodic boundary
conditions. The direction of propagation of the resulting TW
is of course arbitrary, and in the simulations is determined
by numerical perturbations.
Figure 12 shows the time evolution at Ra¼ 2300 in a
periodic domain with C¼ 10kc, starting from a symmetric
but spatially localized perturbation as initial condition, after
transients have died out. Since this Ra value falls below the
P10 saddle-node evolution towards steady convection is pre-
cluded. Instead, the solution evolves into a localized stand-
ing wave which subsequently breaks up into a pair of
identical counter-propagating traveling waves, as expected
from theory.15 Owing to the spatial periodicity of the do-
main, these waves necessarily collide at x¼6C=2, restoring
the localized standing wave. The breakup then repeats
restoring the localized SW at x¼ 0. In Figure 12, this pro-
cess appears to be periodic and represents a periodic attrac-
tor of Eqs. (1)–(6). Similar states have been observed in
other systems as well.40
The presence of the oscillatory instability destabilizes
the localized structures computed in Sec. III However, their
presence appears to be responsible for a particular type of
complex oscillation observed in the numerical simulations.
Figure 13 shows a portion (800  t  830) of a long time se-
ries computed at Ra¼ 2690 with periodic boundary condi-
tions, starting from an odd parity one-pulse steady solution
at Ra¼ 2699.5292 (labeled e in Figures 6 and 7). The solu-
tion takes the form of counterpropagating waves colliding
near x¼ 0. This time the left- and right-traveling waves are
180 out of phase, leading to slow zig-zag-like motion of the
FIG. 11. The TW branch in relation to the steady states computed in Figure
2. The TW are stable between the fold at Ra 	 2230 and the termination
point at RaPB 	 2665. The inset shows the phase speed c along the TW
branch for right traveling waves (c> 0); at the Hopf bifurcation at
RaH¼ 2239.67, c¼xc=kc 	 2.75, while c¼ 0 when the TW connects to the
periodic branch P10.
FIG. 10. Series of snapshots representing isovalues of the streamfunction at
the saddle-nodes of (from top to bottom) the L2þ10 , L
2
10 , L
1þ
11 , and L
1
11
branches. The last snapshot on each branch is taken near its termination
point. The states L2þ10 and L
1
11 are even with respect to x¼ 0, while L210 , L1þ11
are odd.
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standing wave defect created by their collision. The resulting
oscillation is nonperiodic but appears to be stable. Fourier
analysis reveals the presence of frequencies associated with
TW translation (x 	 0.49) and the switching between left
and right TW (x 	 0.245). The same behavior is found if the
computation is initialized with an even parity one-pulse
state.
When Ra is decreased more complex dynamical behav-
ior is found. Figure 14 shows a space-time plot of a solution
obtained when Ra¼ 2550. The figure reveals a solution that
is apparently chaotic. The left panel shows a chaotically
oscillating (pulsating) source of left and right TW at x¼ 0
that develops from a small amplitude spatially symmetric
initial condition, together with a symmetric sink at x¼C=2.
Because of its symmetry, the latter differs from the sink in
Figure 13. The middle panel shows details of the evolution
at a later time and reveals that the time-dependent source has
transformed into a pulsating but still symmetric sink and
vice versa for the sink. However, neither source nor sink are
stable structures at this Rayleigh number, and on a longer
timescale, the reflection symmetry of the solution is lost, and
the solution evolves into a localized wave packet consisting
of right-traveling waves that drifts slowly to the right (right
panel). The space-time plot thus suggests the presence of a
chaotic oscillation between a symmetric source and a sym-
metric sink that is stable if reflection symmetry is imposed
on the solution (Figure 15) but unstable with respect to infin-
itesimal (i.e., numerically generated) symmetry-breaking
perturbations when symmetry is not imposed.
FIG. 12. Space-time plot of the midplane vertical velocity w(x, z¼ 1=2,t) at
Ra¼ 2300 in the time interval 55  t  80 with time increasing upward,
starting from a symmetric spatially localized perturbation as initial condi-
tion. The perturbation decays into a pair of small amplitude counter-propa-
gating traveling waves which slowly grow as they propagate. Owing to the
periodicity of the domain these waves subsequently collide and reform the
localized standing wave. The simulation suggests that this breakup=makeup
process occurs periodically and represents a stable solution of Eqs. (1)–(6).
FIG. 13. Space-time plot of the midplane vertical velocity w(x, z¼ 1=2,t) at
Ra¼ 2690 in the time interval 800  t  830 with time increasing upward,
starting from a time-independent odd parity localized state at
Ra¼ 2699.5292, labeled e in Figures 6 and 7.
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In contrast, time evolution of amplitude-stable convec-
tons within the snaking region always leads to instability.
The instability originates in the wings of the convectons and
takes the form of growing traveling wave disturbances. The
spatial inhomogeneity in the wings selects the propagation
direction of the disturbance, resulting in waves that propa-
gate towards the structure, growing as they do so. Since no
fully developed TW are present at the Rayleigh numbers cor-
responding to the pinning region, the TW slow down as their
amplitude approaches the amplitude of steady convection,
and the system gradually settles into spatially periodic steady
convection. Figure 16(a) shows the evolution at
Ra¼ 2732.0857 of an unstable convecton located between
solutions 2 and 3 on the L1þ10 branch (see Figure 5), triggered
by numerical perturbation only. Figure 16(b) shows the cor-
responding time series of the kinetic energy E during the
same time period. Although the kinetic energy increases it
does not do so monotonically. The behavior shown is insen-
sitive to the parity and width of the initial state. Similar evo-
lution is observed to the right of the snaking region, i.e., for
Ra>Raright, as well. These results suggest that for the pa-
rameter values employed, the conduction state is absolutely
unstable. This hypothesis is confirmed by the stability analy-
sis in Figure 17 which demonstrates, following Batiste
et al.,8 that the absolute instability threshold occurs at
Ra¼Raabs 	 2540.2. It follows that the conduction state is
absolutely unstable with respect to traveling wave perturba-
tions for Ra> 2540.2, a parameter range that includes the
snaking region. Thus, all time-independent convectons
located in the snaking region are expected to be unstable
with respect to TW perturbations in their wings. As we have
seen this does not mean that localized structures are absent,
only that they cannot be time-independent. We remark that
the convectons identified in binary mixture convection8 are
located below the onset of absolute instability and, hence, in
a parameter regime, where the instability of the conduction
state is only convective. In this regime, any TW disturbance
in the wings propagates away faster than it can grow and is
absorbed by the convectons.8 Our study of the parameter de-
pendence of Ra¼Raabs reveals that Ra¼Raabs decreases
with decreasing s but increases with increasing RaS. Since
the width of the snaking region increases with increasing RaS
(i.e., with increasing subcriticality of periodic convection39),
the possibility remains that for appropriate parameter values
the snaking region may extend across Ra¼Raabs, thereby
dramatically changing the stability properties of the convec-
tons in this system.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have identified various types of spa-
tially localized structures in doubly diffusive convection. In
particular, we have computed both one-pulse and two-pulse
states and showed that these are organized in parameter
FIG. 14. Space-time plot with time
increasing upward of the midplane ver-
tical velocity w(x, z¼ 1=2, t) at
Ra¼ 2550 in the time intervals 5  t 
35, 45  t  75, and 85  t  115,
respectively, starting from a perturba-
tion of the trivial state resembling the
localized state labeled 5 in Figures 4
and 5. The solution first approaches an
unstable symmetric orbit (left panel)
with a source of left and right TW in
the center x¼ 0 and a sink at x¼C=2.
The source turns into a sink and vice
versa with increasing time (middle
panel), followed by a symmetry-break-
ing transition leading to a stable but
chaotic wave packet (right panel) con-
sisting of right-traveling waves that
drifts slowly to the right.
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space within a snaking or pinning region, precisely as occurs
in other fluid systems such as binary fluid convection,8,12
natural doubly diffusive convection,29 and plane Couette
flow.41 In contrast to binary fluid convection where concen-
tration pumping in the horizontal by odd parity convectons
modifies the width of the snaking region relative to that for
the even parity convectons, both convecton types occupy the
same pinning region and, hence, behave more like model
systems such as the 35 Swift-Hohenberg equation.37 We
have related this observation to the absence of horizontal
concentration pumping in the problem studied, a conse-
quence of the different concentration boundary conditions
imposed along the horizontal boundaries. We have also
shown that for the parameter values used these states are
unstable and attributed this observation to the fact that the
pinning region lies in a parameter regime in which the con-
duction state is absolutely unstable. We have not, however,
been able to perform our calculations for Lewis numbers of
order 102, a value that is more representative of systems
driven by parallel gradients of temperature and concentra-
tion, for which the threshold for absolute instability shifts to
higher Rayleigh numbers. We have, in addition, computed
several time-dependent but localized states, for Rayleigh
numbers below the pinning region. Closer to the onset of the
convective instability at RaH, these states are dominated by
advection at the group velocity. However, for Ra>Raabs,
the structures are dominated by the growth rate of the
instability and, hence, by nonlinear effects. The structures
identified differ from the dispersive chaos19 present close to
RaH and represent spatially localized but chaotic traveling
waves. Similar waves have been seen in direct numerical
simulations in a closed large-aspect-ratio two-dimensional
container at larger supercriticality42 and resemble the travel-
ing wave packets observed in experiments.43 In periodic
domains, these nonlinear wave packets drift in the direction
of the phase velocity (s0> 0, as confirmed below) but much
more slowly.44 We mention that different types of localized
waves, nonlinear compression waves traveling on a back-
ground of traveling waves, have also been identified in
doubly diffusive convection.45
We have also found structures of source and sink type.
Sources are localized structures that emit waves, while sinks
arise at locations, where waves traveling in opposite direc-
tions collide. Such structures have been extensively studied
in binary fluid convection.46 To the extent that they are rep-
resentative of the behavior of doubly diffusive convection
beyond the onset of convective instability our results suggest
that sinks are more robust (see, e.g., Figure 13) than sources
(see, e.g., Figure 14). These conclusions agree qualitatively
with predictions using a pair of (supercritical) coupled
complex Ginzburg-Landau (hereafter CCGL) equations,47
despite the fact that our traveling waves bifurcate weakly
subcritically. We believe that this is because the TW branch
turns around quickly towards larger Rayleigh numbers and,
FIG. 15. Same as Figure 14 but with
reflection symmetry imposed at x¼ 0.
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hence, comes to resemble the supercritical states considered
in Ref. 47. The theory based on the CCGL equations reveals
that as  
 Ra RaHð Þ=RaH decreases steady sources lose
stability and become time-dependent and potentially chaotic.
A telling example illustrating the fragility of a source is pro-
vided in Fig. 23 of Ref. 46. In order to compare this predic-
tion with our numerical simulations, we have evaluated the
predicted critical value of  for this instability,47,48
 ¼ s
2
0
4ð1þ c21Þ
;
using the group speed s0 and the dispersion coefficient c1
computed from the solution of the full linear stability prob-
lem by performing a suitable Taylor series expansion of both
the critical Rayleigh number and the associated frequency
about the critical wavenumber kH and critical frequency xH
at the onset of the Hopf bifurcation. Scaled appropriately, we
find that for our parameter values s0 	 0.7862> 0, while
c1 	 0 to the same accuracy, a result that is consistent with
Figure 14 (right panel). Thus  	 0:1545, implying that
(symmetric) sources should be unstable for Ra<Ra* 	
2586. This prediction is consistent with our simulations
which find an unstable source at Ra¼ 2550 (Figure 14).
In contrast, the sinks form by collision and if the fully
developed TW are not modulationally unstable the sink may
be a stable structure that must persist all the way down to
Ra¼RaH. Such sinks will be stationary if the incoming
waves are related by reflection or will drift due to wavenum-
ber and=or frequency mismatch between the incoming wave-
trains. Of course, the CCGL description eliminates the basic
wavetrains from the description, but it is clear that if these
are reinstated and their interaction fully described there will
be two types of sources and sinks between identical wave-
trains traveling in opposite directions: a symmetric source, in
which the waves are emitted simultaneously in both
FIG. 17. The solution of the linear stabil-
ity problem of the conduction state in
complex wavenumber space k: kR þ ikI.
The pinching that takes place between
panels (a) and (b) identifies Ra¼Raabs 	
2540.2. Panels (c) and (d) show the corre-
sponding wave frequency x.
FIG. 16. (a) Space-time plot of the mid-
plane vertical velocity w(x, z¼ 1=2,t) at
Ra¼ 2732.0857 starting from a state
between solutions 2 and 3 on the L1þ10
convecton branch in Figure 5. (b) Evo-
lution of the kinetic energy E with time
over the same time period as in (a).
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directions (i.e., in phase) and an antisymmetric source in
which the waves are emitted exactly out of phase, with a
wave emitted in one direction in the first half-period and in
the opposite direction in the second half-period. States of the
latter type resemble one-dimensional spiral waves. The same
dichotomy arises for sinks. It is of interest, therefore, to
remark that the source in Figure 14 is unsteady and symmet-
ric, while the sink in Figure 13 is not only stable but also
antisymmetric. The same is true of a similar sink computed a
number of years ago,13,49 for different parameter values and
stress-free lateral and as well as horizontal boundaries, indi-
cating robustness of this type of sink (see also Ref. 50,
Fig. 12). We mention that with stress-free boundary condi-
tions, the bifurcation at RaH to TW is degenerate
17–19 and
the application of the CCGL description47 in the nonlinear
regime is not rigorous. In view of the subcritical instability
of the TW this is so in the present problem as well.
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